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Chair. – Colleagues, I would like to welcome the President of the European
Central Bank, Mario Draghi.
This is the second Monetary Dialogue of 2019 – the first of this legislative
term, and also my first Monetary Dialogue as Chair of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. But it is the last for President Draghi,
whose term of office ends, as you know, on 31 October.
Incoming information is signalling a more extended slow-down in the euroarea growth dynamics – slower than expected than when we had the last
Monetary Dialogue in January. Real GDP growth slowed from 0.4%, quarter
on quarter, in the first quarter of this year to 0.2% in the second quarter.
While domestic demand is resilient, persistent uncertainty related to
protectionist policies and geopolitical factors is taking a toll on economic
sentiment and is clearly weighing on the euro-area manufacturing sector.
The persistent and salient downside risks to the growth outlook have also
affected the price dynamic, with a further delay in the convergence of
inflation towards the medium-term inflation target. Against this backdrop,
the ECB Governing Council announced 10 days ago a comprehensive
package of policy measures designed to complement each other in
providing monetary stimulus – and I believe Mr Draghi will elaborate on
this in his introductory statement.
The Committee coordinators also selected two additional topics for
discussion. The first is the global structural factors underlying persistently
subdued inflation dynamics in the euro area and worldwide, and a possible
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strategy to address this issue. The second concerns the monetary policy
innovations under Mr Draghi’s Presidency and the challenges ahead for the
monetary policy architecture.
We have done some preparatory work, with the contribution of our panel
of experts and the papers that are available on the European Parliament
website but, of course, we are interested in the ECB point of view.
As I said, this is the last Monetary Dialogue with you, Mr Draghi. The
members before you today represent the third distinct ECON Committee
you have appeared before, following those of the 7th and 8th parliamentary
terms. So I would like to thank you for the constructive relations
established with us. Over the past eight years, you have appeared more
than 30 times before our members, answering more than 600 questions.
The ECB is an independent institution whose decisions have a considerable
impact on European firms and citizens. I am sure you share with me the
idea that the Monetary Dialogues have represented, and represent, a very
special opportunity to improve the accountability and legitimacy of the
ECB.
I would like to wish you all the very best for the future, and furthermore,
as a token of our appreciation, I would like to offer you a gift – this silver
plate – on behalf of the ECON Committee bureau and ECON members of all
the political groups except the ID Group.
1-004-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Chair, honourable
members of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, I would like
to start by congratulating all of you on your election, and you, Chair, on
your recent appointment as Chair of this committee.
It is a pleasure to appear before this committee in this new legislative term
and before my term as European Central Bank President comes to an end.
The legitimacy, as you just said, Chair, of the ECB’s independence, as
enshrined in the EU Treaties, crucially relies on our accountability, and the
Treaties have conferred on this Parliament a central role in holding the ECB
accountable. Hearings before this committee play an essential role here. In
my time as President, I have found them to be extremely beneficial.
When I appeared before the ECON Committee for the first time, in
December 2011, the euro area was rife with financial instability. It was
falling into the second recession, which eventually led to sustained
disinflation and, at times, heightened risks of outright deflation.
The euro area has come a long way since the crisis, thanks in part to the
support provided by the ECB’s monetary policy. The unemployment rate in
the euro area was 7.5% in July this year, the lowest level since July 2008.
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Over the past years, the ECB has repeatedly and clearly shown its readiness
and determination to fulfil the primary objective of achieving price
stability, as laid down by the Treaties. This readiness and determination
has been critical in addressing the economic crisis and the downside risk
to our objective. It was with the same determination that, two weeks ago,
the ECB’s Governing Council decided to act in response to the continued
shortfall of inflation with respect to its aim.
I am happy to be able to discuss these decisions with you today. I will first
review the main developments in the euro-area economy since my last
appearance before this committee. I will then present the monetary policy
decisions that were taken by the Governing Council in the light of the
economic outlook. As requested by the committee, I will conclude by
drawing some lessons from the past eight years that could be relevant
when discussing the policy responses to the challenges that lie ahead of us.
Since my last hearing before this committee earlier in the year, euro-area
growth momentum has slowed markedly, more than we had previously
anticipated. Real GDP growth is now projected to be 1.1% in 2019, down by
0.6 percentage points from December 2018, and 1.2% in 2020, down again
by 0.5 percentage points from the December projections.
This slowdown is mainly due to the weakness of international trade in an
environment of persistent uncertainties related to protectionist policies
and geopolitical factors. These factors are increasingly weighing on
economic sentiment and, in particular, on the manufacturing sector, which
is more trade-oriented and exposed to foreign influences.
Of course, countries which have a relatively large manufacturing sector are
more vulnerable to any turn in the global economic cycle. Germany, for
example, accounts for 28% of euro-area GDP, but for as much as 39% of
euro-area manufacturing value added. Accordingly, Germany is today one
of the members of the euro area most affected by the slowdown.
While the euro-area services sector continues to be resilient, we should not
be complacent about its capacity to remain robust to negative spillovers.
The longer the weakness in manufacturing persists, the greater the risk
that other sectors of the economy will be affected by the slowdown.
Looking ahead, recent data and forward-looking indicators – such as new
export orders in manufacturing – do not show convincing signs of a
rebound in growth in the near future, and the balance of risks to the growth
outlook remains tilted to the downside. In the context of this more
protracted weakness of the euro-area economy, both realised and projected
inflation have been persistently below levels that are in line with the ECB
Governing Council’s medium-term aim.
Headline inflation remains well below 2%, while inflation excluding the
more volatile food and energy components has been hovering around 1%
for an extended period of time. Underlying inflation remains muted, as the
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weaker economic outlook may imply a delay in the pass-through of wages
to prices. In particular, firms are absorbing increases in labour costs in
their profit margins rather than passing them on to customers. Meanwhile,
indicators of inflation expectations stand at low levels. Although the
likelihood of deflation remains limited, market expectations of inflation
over the medium-term are settling around values that are not consistent
with our inflation aim.
Since my last hearing here, we have revised down the inflation outlook over
the entire projection horizon: first in the March 2019 staff projections and
then again in September, reflecting weaker economic activity and lower
energy prices. Inflation is currently expected to average 1.2% in 2019, 1%
in 2020 and 1.5% in 2021, which is well below the Governing Council’s aim
of below but close to 2%.
So, when the Governing Council met two weeks ago, it was confronted with
a more rapid and extended slowdown than previously anticipated,
persistent and prominent downside risks to the growth outlook, and a
further delay in the convergence of inflation towards our aim. A strong
monetary policy response was therefore essential.
In pursuit of our mandate, we decided on a comprehensive package of
measures to ensure that inflation moves towards our aim in a sustained
manner.
We lowered the interest rate on the deposit facility from -0.40% to -0.50%.
This rate provides an anchor for short-term market interest rates, which
serve as the reference for many types of loans and financial instruments.
Lowering the deposit facility rate helps to further improve the borrowing
conditions of households and businesses. Negative rates also encourage
banks to lend to the real economy instead of holding onto liquidity, thus
supporting the portfolio rebalancing channel of the asset purchase
programme (APP).
The impact of the cut in the deposit facility rate is reinforced by our
strengthened forward guidance on the likely direction of our monetary
policy in the future. Specifically, we clarified that we expect our policy
rates to stay ‘at their present or lower levels until we have seen the
inflation outlook robustly converge to a level sufficiently close to, but
below, 2% within our projection horizon, and such convergence has been
consistently reflected in underlying inflation dynamics’. This enhanced
guidance provides a clear signpost for rate expectations by linking our
policy to more stringent conditions in the inflation outlook.
The Governing Council’s statement that we want to see inflation rising to
a level that is sufficiently close to, but below, 2% reasserts what we said
after the July monetary policy meeting, that the values of realised and
projected inflation seen in recent times are too low, and are inconsistent
with the Governing Council’s medium-term inflation aim. While the new
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formulation of forward guidance reflects the characteristic forwardlooking orientation of the ECB’s monetary policy framework, we added two
safeguards to ensure that policy rate normalisation only begins once
inflation is sustainably on course to reach our medium-term aim.
The phrase ‘robustly converge’ means that the Governing Council wants to
be sure that the process of convergence is sufficiently mature and realistic
before starting to lift policy rates. The reference to the inflation outlook
being ‘consistently reflected in underlying inflation dynamics’ means that
the path of realised inflation should underpin our inflation outlook.
Our enhanced guidance helps to reduce uncertainty about the expected path
of interest rates in the short to medium term and will ensure that financial
conditions adjust in line with inflation dynamics. Moreover, by
maintaining the easing bias on rates, we indicate that we still have space
to cut rates further, if needed.
We also decided to restart net asset purchases at a monthly pace of
EUR 20 billion from November onwards. These purchases are expected to
run for as long as necessary to reinforce the accommodative impact of our
policy rates, and to end shortly before we start raising the key ECB interest
rates.
In addition, we reiterated our intention to continue reinvesting, in full, the
principal payments from maturing securities purchased under the APP for
an extended period of time past the date when we start increasing interest
rates, and in any case for as long as necessary to maintain favourable
liquidity conditions and an ample degree of monetary accommodation.
The net purchases and longer reinvestment horizon reinforce the
accommodative impact of our other measures, thereby further easing the
funding costs for businesses and households in the euro area. In addition,
these measures help keep down longer-term interest rates by mitigating
the undue tightening that would otherwise mechanically arise from the
reduction in the average maturity of our portfolio. Finally, net purchases
also signal our commitment to use all instruments in pursuit of our price
stability objective, which can have a powerful effect on the formation of
inflation expectations.
As a complement to the policy measures I just outlined, we also decided to
change the modalities of the new series of targeted longer-term refinancing
operations – what we call TLTRO III – that we announced in June. Banks
can now obtain this long-term funding at lower rates with a longer
maturity. This will also help to ensure that our accommodative policies
pass through entirely to the funding costs of households and firms.
Finally, we also announced a two-tier system for reserve remuneration, in
which part of banks’ excess reserves will be exempt from our negative
rates. The two-tier system is designed to strike a balance between two
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outcomes. It seeks to preserve the incentives for banks to pass through the
stimulus generated by the negative interest rate on their reserves, while at
the same time mitigating the adverse effects that these negative rates
might have on banks’ lending behaviour by affecting their profitability. The
euro area needs financial intermediaries to remain engaged and active in
monetary transmission, and the new two-tier system will make sure that
the ability of banks to extend loans to their customers at favourable terms
remains unimpaired.
The different elements of this comprehensive package will be mutually
reinforcing in supporting favourable financing conditions for businesses
and households, which will sustain investment and consumption. Greater
business and household expenditure, in turn, will support inflation
dynamics and make sure that they durably converge to our aim.
Overall, in view of the outlook and uncertainties we are facing, monetary
policy needs to remain highly accommodative for a prolonged period of
time. The measures we took at our last meeting underscore our
determination and readiness to provide the necessary monetary stimulus.
We continue to stand ready, of course, to adjust all of our instruments if
that is warranted by the inflation outlook.
The conventional and unconventional measures the ECB has taken over the
past decade have been successful in addressing the deflationary risks,
restoring the functioning of the monetary policy transmission mechanism
and providing vital support to the euro-area economy. But the ECB does not
operate in a vacuum and other economic policies matter too.
Allow me to recall my first appearance before this committee in 2011. At
that time, half of my introductory remarks were about the functioning of
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and the need for other European
policymakers to act.
So I will conclude my final statement to you by highlighting some lessons
that have emerged from these eight years, which I hope can help in
addressing the challenges ahead.
When comparing the crisis response of the euro area with that of other
advanced economies, it is evident that the latter were able to achieve a
better macroeconomic policy mix at the time, thanks to more decisive
actions in both the fiscal and financial domains.
The Governing Council has reiterated that we are determined to ensure that
inflation moves towards our aim in a sustained manner, and that we
continue to stand ready to adjust all of our instruments. At the same time,
a better policy mix, including fiscal policy, structural reforms and
prudential measures, can help achieve this objective faster and with fewer
side effects.
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We will continue, as we’ve always done, carefully to monitor the possible
side effects of the accommodative monetary policy. It is crucial to remain
vigilant and to use the available micro-prudential and macro-prudential
policy tools as necessary, and I will say more on this during the hearing in
my capacity as Chair of the European Systemic Risk Board.
The low-yield environment needs to be understood in the context of the
protracted decline in real yields which we’ve seen since the 1980s. This
trend is not unique to the euro area. It largely reflects more structural
factors, such as the slowdown in productivity growth, which can be
reversed with an ambitious structural reforms agenda. In other words, we
need a coherent economic strategy in the euro area that complements and
enhances the effectiveness of our monetary policy.
That is why there was unanimous consensus in the Governing Council that
fiscal policy must make a more decisive contribution. In view of the
weakening economic outlook and the continued prominence of downside
risks, governments with fiscal space that are facing a slowdown should act
in an effective and timely manner. Where fiscal sustainability is ensured,
the potential effectiveness of countercyclical fiscal policy is reinforced in
the current environment, given that fiscal multipliers are higher in a lowinterest-rate environment. At the same time, governments in countries
with high public debt should pursue prudent policies and deliver on
structural balance targets.
Another key difference compared with other advanced monetary unions
such as the USA is the lack of a central fiscal instrument to act
countercyclically at the federal level.
I fully acknowledge the political difficulties in building such an instrument
in the euro area. Similar difficulties also exist when discussing the
completion of the banking union and the establishment of a genuine capital
markets union.
At the same time, we should remain fully committed to the goal of
achieving genuine Economic and Monetary Union. Ignoring the need to fix
the remaining institutional weaknesses of EMU would seriously damage
what has already been achieved through the commitment and hard work of
everyone involved, and first and foremost of this committee.
As I argued in this committee eight years ago, ‘we need to show a clear
trajectory for the future evolution of the economic and monetary union,
and thus frame the expectations of both citizens and financial markets’.
Allow me to take a longer-term perspective to draw the last lesson. While
the euro area did not have a fiscal policy response comparable to that of
other advanced economies, the ECB’s response was fully comparable to that
of the other major central banks. Thanks to its independence, the ECB has
been able to adapt its policy response and its reaction function.
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Preserving this key asset, namely its independence, will allow the ECB to
adapt to future circumstances and ensure the effectiveness of its measures.
This is all the more important considering that the desirability and
relevance of central bank independence are increasingly challenged around
the world.
As I argued in my introduction, the best way to preserve the ECB’s
independence is to ensure a commensurate degree of central bank
accountability. During the past eight years, our accountability practices
have evolved, as the Chair recalled a moment ago, and have intensified in
response to the quest for scrutiny that emerged from the crisis.
I have always appreciated the ability of this Parliament to react to citizens’
demands, and to support concerns and channel them in a constructive
manner during our discussions here. I would like personally to thank all of
you for this.
I am confident that this Parliament, and this committee in particular, will
continue the good work it has done during my term as ECB President. This,
in turn, will further strengthen the effectiveness of the ECB’s actions and
citizens’ trust in the EU project.
Thank you for your attention. I am now at your disposal for questions.
1-005-0000

Markus Ferber (PPE). – Vielen Dank, Herr Präsident! Wenn Sie gestatten,
werde ich in Deutsch sprechen. Zunächst einmal darf ich mich – auch im
Namen der EVP-Fraktion – ganz herzlich bei Ihnen bedanken.
Im Namen der EVP-Fraktion ein ganz herzliches Dankeschön für die
Zusammenarbeit in den letzten acht Jahren. Ich kann mich noch gut
erinnern, als Sie Ihr Amt angetreten haben – an die Anhörung, die wir
vorher mit Ihnen hier in diesem Ausschuss durchgeführt haben. Ich glaube
wir waren uns darüber im Klaren, dass es keine einfache Zeit wird, und
weder Sie noch wir waren uns darüber im Klaren, was alles in diesen acht
Jahren zur Entscheidung ansteht. Dafür ein ganz herzliches Dankeschön,
dass Sie auch regelmäßig hier zur Verfügung standen und Ihre
Entscheidungen gerechtfertigt haben.
Gestatten Sie mir aber, dass ich auf die geldpolitischen Entscheidungen der
vorletzten Woche zurückkomme, insbesondere auf die Entscheidung, das
Anleihekaufprogramm wieder aufzunehmen. Wichtige Zentralbanken
haben sich ja hier gegen diesen Schritt ausgesprochen, dieses Programm
wieder aufzunehmen. Das war ja kein einstimmiger Beschluss, wenn die
Informationen stimmen, die uns zur Verfügung stehen. Und daran habe ich
keinen Zweifel. Es gab also wirklich Zweifel daran, ob das
Wiederaufnehmen des Anleihekaufprogramms vor dem Hintergrund der
wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung und der Inflationsentwicklung notwendig
ist. Deswegen schon meine Frage: Warum haben Sie trotz dieser
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erheblichen Differenzen innerhalb des EZB-Rates diese weitere Lockerung
der Geldpolitik auf den Weg gebracht, insbesondere vor dem Hintergrund
der Tatsache, dass Sie natürlich damit auch die Handlungsspielräume für
Frau Lagarde, die am 1. November Ihr Amt übernehmen soll, eingeschränkt
haben, und angesichts der Tatsache, dass sich die Inflation und die
Inflationserwartungen in der Eurozone trotz der ultralockeren Geldpolitik
ja nicht geändert haben. Deswegen auch hier die grundsätzliche Frage:
Warum haben all die Maßnahmen, die Sie da in den letzten Jahren ergriffen
haben, nicht dazu beigetragen, die Inflation in der Europäischen Union zu
stimulieren und an das angestrebte Ziel von nahezu 2 % zu bringen?
1-006-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – It’s really two
questions. First: why we’ve taken these decisions, and second: are we sure
that these decisions are going to work, since our inflation rate is still below
the objective?
The first part, in a sense, I dealt with during my introductory statement.
Let me first say that the current situation is still a situation in which we
see the labour market gradually improving with much less momentum than
before. We see nominal wage growth being about the historical average;
we see consumption holding; we see business investment slightly
moderating; but the overall situation is still one where, as I said, the
unemployment rate is at the lowest since 2008. And that is what makes us
confident that, at some point in time, our inflation will converge to our
aim.
But what has happened is that, as soon as you raise your head and look
ahead, you see that the growth outlook has been constantly deteriorating.
If we go back to mid-2018, we were told – possibly by someone who also
disagreed with these decisions – that the outlook was deteriorating thanks
to temporary factors which would be only short-lived. Then we were told
that these temporary and specific factors would just be a little longer than
expected. Then, in the meantime, geopolitical uncertainties and trade
tensions increased and compounded over the specific factors concerning
certain countries. Then the temporary slow-down – pretty natural in a
sense after 2017, which was quite exceptional in terms of growth –
morphed, and became a much more prolonged, shallow sag in the growth
path: longer than expected and certainly deeper than expected, six, seven,
eight, nine months ago.
In response to this, or at least foreseeing this, the ECB has revised its
growth projections several times, and this is the first reason why the ECB
Governing Council decided to act. The second reason has to do with the
outlook for inflation. The current U-curve already reflects expectations of
policy action. In spite of this, we foresee a 1.5% inflation rate by 2021, the
end of our projection horizon, which is way below our objective, so we
needed to act. If we had not acted, we would have had to downgrade our
long-term projections again, and we would not have complied with our
mandate of price stability. So that’s the first answer.
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The second answer to why we continue acting since measures have not
actually produced ... Well, let’s go back for a moment. I think I’ll come back
to this, but let’s go back for a moment. If we go back to 2014, the first time
it was hinted that QE would take place – in December – the probability of
deflation was 30%, and the inflation rate was -0.6%. Since then, we’ve
done quite a bit, as I was recalling: the unemployment rate now is the
lowest since 2008, and by and large, more than 11 millions jobs have been
created over less than six years – more jobs than in the United States, for
example. To a great extent, I believe that was the monetary policy, because
there weren’t many other policies in the game in all these years. At the
same time, and I agree with you, the inflation rate – because of the
intervening factors and because geopolitical uncertainty has gone up – is
not yet at our objective, and that is why we are acting today with the same
confidence we had in the past that our inflation aim will converge to our
objective.
1-007-0000

Jonás Fernández (S&D). – En primer lugar, y en el nombre de mi Grupo,
me gustaría igualmente agradecer la colaboración en estos últimos años.
Yo no estaba aquí cuando usted tomó posesión, como fue el caso de mi
colega Ferber, pero, en cualquier caso, en estos cinco años hemos podido
tener una colaboración leal, obviamente dentro de la propia independencia
del BCE.
Me gustaría preguntarle por la revisión del marco de la política monetaria.
El actual marco data de 2003. Desde entonces hasta ahora, podríamos decir
que, de alguna manera, usted ha actuado dentro de ese marco, pero que
también ha innovado dentro del propio marco, aun sin una revisión
explícita del mismo.
Recientemente ha hablado sobre la simetría del actual objetivo de
estabilidad de precios, una simetría que ciertamente en la actual definición
en mi opinión no queda suficientemente clara. Y se une también a los
debates académicos sobre la necesaria o la posible fijación de estabilidad
de precios, no en términos de inflación sino en términos de nivel de precios,
la posibilidad de incorporar precios de activos, quizá bienes inmuebles, a
un objetivo más ampliado de nivel de precios.
Sabe usted que también se habla sobre la posibilidad de emitir moneda
digital, la posibilidad de que el Banco Central permita a los ciudadanos
tener cuentas en la propia institución monetaria, permitiendo ampliar, por
otra parte, las herramientas de política monetaria, que en estos momentos
empiezan ya a estar bastante restringidas.
En fin, entiendo que la próxima presidenta impulsará esa revisión del
marco, y me gustaría preguntarle
no tanto por las decisiones de las
últimas semanas
o pedirle una cierta visión de futuro de cómo ve la
política monetaria en Europa para los próximos años.
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1-008-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – It is a difficult
question. First, let me address the point you made about symmetry. We
stressed symmetry as being a key feature of our reaction function because
the definition of price stability has been ‘close to but below 2%’, which
might have induced a certain misperception that we would react with a
greater energy to inflation rates which were above 2% than how we would
react to inflation rates which were below 2%. Regarding the idea that we
would have a kind of bias against high inflation more than low inflation,
the clarification – because it’s not more than that – about symmetry says
that we would react with the same determination, the same strength, the
same decision and the same commitment whether we are above or below
our inflation aim, which is ‘close to but below 2%’.
That is the meaning of that clarification, which means basically that
inflation can go above 2% or below 2% – it’s not a price level target, by the
way. It simply says that we would react with the same determination. It’s
about our reaction function.
It’s very difficult to say how monetary policy will shape up in the future.
For one thing, I think I made it clear in my introductory statement that
monetary policy has done its job and will continue doing its job. When I
argue for having a greater role for fiscal policy, I don’t intend at all to say
that monetary policy has exhausted either its instruments or their
effectiveness at all. Monetary policy will continue doing its job, but if fiscal
policy is active, monetary policy will act faster and with less side effects,
which is what we are monitoring continuously.
1-009-0000

Luis Garicano (Renew). – Mr Draghi, in your last testimony before the
Parliament, I want to start by thanking you for your key contribution to
saving the euro. In 2012, when the markets were mercilessly attacking the
euro, your famous three words on 26 July 2012 at Lancaster House –
‘whatever it takes’ – turned the tide, and your conservative actions turned
the tide in favour of the single currency. I think you did not let European
citizens down, and I – as I am sure do many of my colleagues – want to
thank you for doing all that.
However, you will understand that nobody likes to have a currency that
needs rescuing, and you talked in the second half of your introductory
remarks about how structural weaknesses remain in the eurozone, and I
wanted to ask about that second part of your intervention. There are things
that we need to do to avoid future crises and to avoid having to rescue the
eurozone again, and there are four things that are on the table – some of
them in the Committee, some of them from the Commission. I wanted to
have your thoughts. What are your priorities? Are these initiatives
sufficient, etc.?
The first one is a common deposit insurance scheme, which is right now
languishing in this committee; second, a eurozone single asset, the SBBS,
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that the Parliament itself approved and which is languishing in the Council;
the third is the eurozone budget, potentially including the eurozone
unemployment reinsurance – do you think that is the adequate tool to do
the kind of things you mentioned, to have a more federal or broad union
level countercyclical policy? Mrs von der Leyen suggested this policy. And
finally, how do we diversify the sovereign bank portfolios to reduce home
biases? What are the initiatives on the table and which one do you think is
feasible? So the question here is, are we going to have to rescue or not, and
of these things, which are the ones that you see as necessary?
Finally, many of us are still concerned about one big eurozone country that
you know well: Italy, which hasn’t grown in 30 years. What is going on in
Italy? How worried should we be? Why is Italy not growing? What does it
need to do in order to grow, as it is probably the biggest risk to the zone?
1-010-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Let me answer
your first question.
It’s quite clear that there has been progress since that time you recalled in
2012: progress in the construction of the Economic and Monetary Union
has been substantial. It’s quite important that when one underlines the
current weaknesses, one does not forget that significant progress has taken
place. Just think that, in the very same year, 2012, at the June European
Council, the Banking Union was launched.
Much of what needs to be done over the relatively short term, in the next
six or seven months to a year, would be to complete what’s already been
approved – namely to complete the Banking Union, deposit insurance and
other parts of the Banking Union, and certain things have been approved
and that need to be made more operational. There are certain other issues
that are still lacking in the resolution process, like liquidity and resolution
and a few others things, but first and foremost we need to complete what
has been approved.
The second area is the creation of a capital markets union. I think that
project is a most important one. When you often argue for a greater
international role for the euro, and with the initiatives to promote the
euro’s international role, the very first thing to do is to create a capital
markets union.
We ask ourselves: why has the dollar such a prominent role? The answer
is because there is a capital market and there is one safe asset.
So all these things you mentioned come together. It’s a package. It’s a
difficult package and it will take a long time but the very first thing, as
usual, is to do what has been approved or designed. So, for example, as far
as the capital markets union is concerned, more harmonisation of national
insolvency laws is a further step that needs to be addressed.
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The other steps are also fundamental but, clearly, are more ambitious, so
they may take a longer time. And incidentally these steps are important not
only for the long-term construction of Economic and Monetary Union, they
are very important to stimulate confidence – confidence in businesses and
confidence in households so that they can have a positive effect, an
immediate positive effect, on the economic situation in the euro area. And
the other steps that you mentioned – the presence of a common safe asset,
the reinsurance mechanism, the eurozone budget, and so on – are
fundamental in addressing the weaknesses of monetary union. There isn’t
a monetary union in the world which does not have a fiscal policy.
So, the progress has been significant, the eurozone today and the euro are
much stronger, and acceptance of the euro in public opinion is probably at
its highest ever, if I’m not mistaken, according to all the European Union
polls. But, as I said, these things need to be done and this is not a shortterm political journey. It can be done in the medium or long term, and that
is why an early political commitment is so important.
Now, the second question is very complex and it really concerns too many
aspects for me to be able to answer it at this stage. But certainly – and this
holds not only for Italy but also for a variety of other countries – it really
concerns the structural reforms agenda.
Each country has its own agenda of structural reforms, and not necessarily
just to fix the budget. Structural reforms are a much broader concept, a
much broader category that encompasses usually, and one thinks of this,
reforming the labour market. That may be important at some point but
reforming the product market to increase competition is just as important,
if not more so, and probably, sequentially, should come before addressing
other things. Other areas include the judiciary, the education system,
research, and so on.
These are just what each country should be doing if growth is the priority
– as it should be.
1-011-0000

Philippe Lamberts (Verts/ALE). – Good afternoon Mr President, I was just
elected as an MEP when you took charge, so we had the pleasure of
spending those eight years together, so to speak, and I’ll see the first half
of Ms Lagarde’s term of office. So thank you for having defended this
common good that is the euro. Whatever its design flaws, and they are still
there, letting the euro disappear would be a major catastrophe and I think
you did your part. No one can accuse you of indecisiveness: my
compliments for that.
Now that doesn’t mean that we agree with you on everything, as you can
imagine. Basically, you drowned the crisis under a tsunami of liquidity and,
of course, you used the standard method. You drowned the financial system
under that tsunami of liquidity and you counted on the financial system to
allocate it efficiently. Well, we do not share your belief that the financial
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system does that. I’m not saying that it cannot do it, but it does not do it.
If we look at the status of inequality and, more importantly, of our
ecological footprint and the climate crisis, no one can say that the financial
sector has been seen as an efficient allocator of finance.
After the financial crisis you might have thought that they had learned a
lesson. Absolutely not!
Other methods could have been envisaged and one of them is helicopter
money. I know that, in answer to Jonás Fernández earlier, you said you had
to see whether this was fiscal policy or not, and you have concluded
apparently that it is. If you have any studies confirming that, I would like
to see them because, actually, when I look at the kind of policies you have
been performing, you might call them helicopter money for the rich.
I know you dispute the fact that quantitative easing is driving up
inequality: you say the counter-fact is that if we don’t do this we will get
into a worse economic situation and that will drive up inequality. But it’s
as if the alternative is between doing nothing and doing quantitative easing
– while the alternative would be to perform quantitative easing in various
ways. And this is where we should compare the effect on inequality. I’d like
to have your thoughts about that.
One aspect is inequality, and the other is driving up investment to address
climate change and our ecological footprint. There you have said ‘It’s not
for me to decide.’ But the fact is that you have seen those liquidities going
to places where they are not just a distraction but actually detrimental to
fighting climate change.
1-012-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – About inequalities,
as you rightly recalled, we discussed this several times and there is pretty
good evidence that quantitative easing (QE) has actually improved on that
front, because of reduced unemployment, which is the major source of
inequality. It’s quite clear that when asset prices go up, the ones who own
the assets are usually wealthy and therefore immediately there is a
distribution effect. At the same time, house prices too will have gone up.
But all in all, when the dust settles and you look at unemployment and see
11 million jobs created, then that means lower inequality because, as I said,
unemployment is the largest source of inequality.
In a sense, when you do monetary policy – and this holds not only for the
eurozone but for every central bank in the world – you do it by injecting
liquidity through the channels that exist at that point in time. In Europe,
you have a dominance of banks, so it’s a bank-based economy, and our
monetary policy works through the lending-transmission channel of the
banking system. In the United States it works more through the financial
markets, but basically that’s what you have now.
Is this, as you said, the best way to allocate liquidity if you have in mind
objectives like climate change or reducing inequality in a more forceful,
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more effective way? Well, probably not. Probably there are different ways
to do it. In fact, some of the new ideas about monetary policy – like MMT
(Modern Monetary Theory) and recent papers presented by various
authors, including Professor Fischer and others – would suggest different
ways of channelling money into the economy.
These are, objectively, fairly new ideas. They have not been discussed by
the Governing Council and so we should look at them. But they have not
been tested either, and, when you look at them closely, you realise that the
task of distributing money to one subject or another subject is typically a
fiscal task. It’s a government decision. It’s not the central bank’s decision.
And you certainly wouldn’t want the central bank deciding who should
receive the money.
So, there are several issues that need to be explored with these new ideas,
but one key issue is the political governance of these ideas, which needs to
be addressed.
1-013-0000

Antonio Maria Rinaldi (ID). – Presidente Draghi, sono personalmente
certo che un giorno la storia La indicherà come l'uomo che ha salvato
l'euro. Probabilmente, se lei non avesse, sin dall'inizio, posto in essere
delle operazioni straordinarie di stimolo monetario, oggi saremmo
senz'altro in condizioni peggiori. Quindi le do, come si dice, l'onore delle
armi nel dichiarare questo.
Però, tuttavia, posso fare delle considerazioni, sempre a livello personale.
Lei si è avvalso dei poteri scritti nel mandato e nello statuto della Banca
centrale europea. Oso dire che di fatto ha fatto, nel vero senso della parola,
dei miracoli. Ora la mia domanda è questa: quanto pensa che può una banca
centrale, come quella europea, poter continuare senza che ci siano anche
delle politiche fiscali da parte di ciascun paese membro? Cioè, per quanto
si possa essere bravi, tutta la costruzione euro deve essere completamente
riformata.
Ora le farò una domanda provocatoria, Presidente: il 1° novembre, the day
after praticamente, potrà indicarci quale Banca centrale europea,
effettivamente, è necessaria per poter avere una zona euro, che non dico
che possa essere un'area valutaria ottimale ma che ci vada vicino.
D'altronde, sappiamo che tutte le altre banche centrali sono strutturate in
maniera diversa. Ad esempio, oltre a essere prestatrici di ultima istanza,
hanno anche altri target oltre a quello dell'inflazione, come ad esempio i
target occupazionali. Fra l'altro, Le ricordo che molte delle costituzioni
prevedono il lavoro come fulcro.
E poi, me lo lasci dire, tutte le altre banche centrali hanno un altro
vantaggio, cioè quello di avere il governo del rapporto di cambio. Purtroppo
l'euro sembra il famoso vaso di coccio in mezzo a vasi di ferro e in questo
credo che il QE abbia aiutato, perché quando tutta quella liquidità è andata
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ad essere reinvestita, molti sono andati su altre valute e quindi hanno
tenuto, diciamo, in condizioni più basse il corso del cambio dell'euro.
Quindi Le voglio chiedere: dopo il 1° novembre Lei ci dirà qualche cosa di
più? Cioè dirà: così avrei voluto e vorrei la BCE?
1-014-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – First of all, thank
you so much for your praise. Second, I really don’t know what I’ll be doing
after 1 November! But let me say something now, today.
First of all, there is a strong case for having a fiscal policy tool in the eurozone
– or, better and more generally, there is a strong case for having better fiscal
coordination in the eurozone. This means two things. The first is that fiscal
rules at country level have to be less procyclical: the experience we have had
over the last 15 years has shown that they have been very procyclical.
In good times, before the crisis, many countries expanded their budget
deficits and did not build buffers. When the crisis came, the countries that
had buffers could actually use these buffers in a stabilising way, and
especially to bail out their banks. We forget that some countries’ banks were
technically ‘bust’ in the first part of the crisis in 2009/2010, and they were
greatly helped by governments’ budgets and by taxpayers’ money because
there were buffers in those budgets. Other countries had no buffers and could
not help their banks, which then started a protracted crisis that lingers even
today. And then, during the crisis in many of these countries, fiscal policy was
highly contractionary, both because of the absence of the buffers and for other
reasons. So that’s the very first thing that needs to be done. Obviously, it’s
not the ECB who can really help with this: it’s mostly your task – Parliament’s
task, the Commission’s task – to do that.
The second point is about the creation of a fiscal tool that could have as its
main goal the stabilisation of the euro-area economy. That’s a long term
project, as I said, because it is clearly politically challenging. And that is
where, even though one may not have completely clear the way ahead, it
would be so precious to have a political commitment now. But basically, for
that tool to be effective, it should be aimed at stabilisation; it should be of
adequate size, otherwise it will not be credible; it should be almost automatic,
and it should be used in a timely manner. That is why the automacity of this
instrument is so important. Again, examples from other monetary unions
could be very useful. That, after all, is probably what is in place in the United
States. So that’s the sort of fiscal revisitation that is needed to strengthen the
economic and monetary union.
The second question you had is about our mandate. Wouldn’t it be better if
we had a dual mandate, rather than having only price stability? This question
has been addressed – you can imagine – many, many times, and we certainly
are not part and parcel of writing mandates. We comply with mandates; we
don’t write the mandates. It is you who write the mandates: you, the
legislators.
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From a practical viewpoint, there has been some research in the past few
years, showing – if you look now, I don’t know how up-to-date it is, this
research – that if you look at things exposed, by and large, whether you have
one mandate or two mandates, the bottom line is pretty much the same. There
isn’t much difference: if you look at our reaction function you may well see,
for example, that we are reaching now almost full employment in the euro
area even though we are far from price stability, which means that we have
created the conditions for price stability to be reached in the future.
Now we have a nominal wage growth, which is at about historical averages,
but we don’t see that pass through to prices. It’s going to take time for a
variety of reasons, which we may dwell on in a moment. But, basically, you
can see that it would be hard to distinguish between the results of having a
dual mandate and having one mandate as we have now.
Finally, the point about the exchange rate: as far as the exchange rate is
concerned, we – the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, all the major
central banks – are all in the same framework. We don’t intervene. Or better,
we are bound by the G20 consensus, which forbids competitive devaluations,
which we respect and so far everyone else also fortunately respects. So I don’t
think the euro is especially weak in comparison with other countries as far as
this aspect is concerned.
1-015-0000

Johan Van Overtveldt (ECR). – Thank you, Mr Draghi, for being here, and
I certainly wish you already all the best for whatever comes for you after
your mandate as President of the European Central Bank.
I would like to make three statements, on which I would very much
appreciate your comments afterwards. First of all – going further on the
issue of the exchange rate – when I look at the decisions taken in the last
Governing Council, it’s hard for me to imagine a really significant impact
of those measures on investment decisions and consumer behaviour,
whereas your concern, rightly, about economic growth has been very much
put into perspective by you. So indeed, I suppose that there is some other
objective that has something to do with the exchange rate, maybe
anticipating that other central banks will also start to move again in the
direction of more quantitative easing and more expansionary measures,
and that you proactively react to what might happen to our exchange rate
when those actions are about to be taken.
Secondly, you started a repurchasing programme to the tune of
EUR 20 billion a month for as long as necessary, and you also point out that
we, the bank, can go further. Does that mean that you consider that the ECB
could eventually go in the direction of buying more risky private assets
and/or lifting the self-imposed limit on sovereign debt holdings?
And thirdly, you referred to the consensus in the Governing Council on the
larger role of fiscal policy. But of course we all saw different news reports
on the vote that happened two weeks ago within the Governing Council,
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and that was rather, how should I say, an unusually diversified vote within
the Governing Council. How do you look back on that one?
1-016-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – First of all, are
our policies effective? One actually wouldn’t need specific numbers: just
look at the number of jobs being created over six years, as I just a moment
ago recalled, or look at the unemployment rate, or look at other things. But
we do have specific numbers, as a matter of fact: considering all the
measures taken between mid-2014 and those decided upon in June 2019 –
so, not the last ones – the overall impact on euro-area real GDP growth and
euro-area inflation is estimated to be, in both cases, around 2.2%
cumulatively between 2016 and 2021. So, we are reassured that our
measures are effective.
Second, when the ECB staff downgraded the projections before the
Governing Council and that downgrade in growth and inflation led to the
monetary policy decisions, these projections were based on a yield curve –
on a set of interest rates that was already reflecting some expectations of
our monetary policy actions, as well as the deteriorated economic outlook.
So, if we had not acted, we would have had to downgrade further – as I said
a moment ago – not only on inflation, but on growth as well, and this would
basically have led us further away from our mandate.
The third point concerns the discussion in the Governing Council: there was
a clear majority in favour of the measures we have taken.
1-017-0000

José Gusmão (GUE/NGL). – Dois comentários e duas perguntas: em
primeiro lugar, eu penso que é atualmente consensual o papel que a política
monetária teve em evitar um colapso da zona euro. Acho que não é possível
dizer que o BCE, com o seu mandato, se comportou de forma análoga a
outros bancos centrais com mandatos diferentes. Isso até poderia ser dito
com alguma justiça sobre o seu mandato no BCE, mas não poderia ser dito
em relação à resposta do BCE, resposta imediata à crise, por exemplo, em
comparação com a resposta da FED.
A segunda questão que queria sublinhar é que é muito positivo começar-se
a falar de instrumentos de política orçamental contracíclica, sobretudo
tendo em conta o que foi a resposta da zona euro no seguimento da crise,
mas é um pouco dececionante restringir essa resposta a países com margem
de manobra para a política fiscal. Por exemplo, o país de onde eu venho
reduziu a sua dívida pública em 10 pontos percentuais, e fê-lo,
essencialmente, através dos efeitos virtuosos do crescimento nas contas
públicas; portanto, além disso, a política orçamental não cumpre apenas
uma função de estabilização macroeconómica, é importante para políticas
de igualdade, políticas ambientais e políticas de desenvolvimento e de
resolução de problemas estruturais. Portanto, gostaria de perceber melhor
porque é que considera que as economias sobre-endividadas da zona euro
não devem também utilizar o contexto de baixas taxas de juro para
implementar políticas orçamentais contracíclicas.
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A segunda questão, e para terminar, gostaria de saber, porque já vi
documentos contraditórios do BCE a este respeito, se não considera que as
evoluções recentes nos mercados de trabalho e as recomendações que têm
sido feitas aos Estados-Membros no sentido de flexibilizarem os mercados
de trabalho e de desmantelarem mecanismos de contratação e negociação
coletiva no mercado de trabalho, se esse processo não contribuiu para
termos tanta dificuldade em ter um aumento dos salários e, portanto, em
conseguir fazer uma correta transmissão da política monetária.
1-018-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On your first
question: it is quite clear that countries with high debt should pursue
prudent fiscal policies in order not to destabilise the overall situation,
which is today one where they have market access. We’ve gone through
this a few years ago, and it was certainly not good for growth or
employment. That’s why I said fiscal rules should be revisited. The fiscal
rules we had in place until now had been sensible and effective for quite a
long time. Now, they are sensible in the sense that they avoid excessive
accumulation of debts or deficits, but they are clearly not as effective as a
countercyclical stabilisation rule. So there has to a re-visitation of these
rules. But that’s why – especially for countries with prudent fiscal policies
– a central fiscal stabilisation tool of the type I mentioned before is so
important: countries might have asymmetric shocks, in which case they
should find the buffers that could help them to overcome their situation,
and then more generally there are destabilising shocks in the overall
eurozone economy, where a central fiscal tool can be very important.
Having said that, we tend to forget – because very little progress has taken
place in the last few years – that structural reforms are the only tool that
economies have to raise output growth in the long-term. I’m not referring,
as I said before, specifically to labour market reform; I’m referring to
competition and to reforms of the judicial system and of the educational
system, and that’s where –especially in countries where the growth process
is more fragile – it is very important to undertake these structural reforms.
Specifically on your question about whether there was a proposal to
dismantle: I don’t know about that. I didn’t hear that.
1-019-0000

Chair. – Now we have the second round of questions. Since we took more
time for the first round and we are short of time, I would remind you of
these time constraints. I will give four-minute slots now for each question:
one minute for the question and three minutes for the answer. Otherwise,
we will not make it. I’m sorry.
1-020-0000

Luděk Niedermayer (PPE). – Chair, I would like to join the other speakers
in thanking Mr Draghi for his excellent work. I was impressed by his
competence and decisiveness and the courage he has shown in the past few
years.
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Let me take three points from your speech, Mr Draghi. First of all, I listened
very carefully to your new forward guidance communication and it seems
to me it’s very close to the inflation-targeting communication that I
consider good for policy transparency. Can you confirm that?
Secondly, you mentioned that there is a fair amount of space for monetary
policy, if needed, because it’s possible that we may move this way or that
way, and the space could be important. I assume that you are also talking
about more negative interest rates, that would be functional, as you have
mentioned. I wonder, in that case, to what extent the cash, coins and notes
in circulation could present a certain obstacle in implementing the policy
of negative interest rates.
And last, but not least, I am also puzzled by the coincidence of an extremely
strong labour market, very high employment, very high wages and such
subdued inflation. I know that this is not a general phenomenon but I
wonder to what extent you are concerned that asset price inflation could
be a missing variable in some cases – in relation to some European
countries’ very high house prices, and countries with very high financial
prices, like the USA, and so on.
1-021-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Yes, to the first
question. Certainly, it is inflation targeting and that, in a sense, has always
been our target. What we did was to clarify the symmetry of our reaction
function and to enhance and strengthen our forward guidance, moving
from calendar-based forward guidance – where we would say that interest
rates would stay at the present or lower levels until such and such a date –
to state-contingent forward guidance, as we call it. Here we say that
interest rates will stay as at present, or at lower levels, until we see
inflation converging robustly towards our inflation aim.
On the second question: we don’t see, so far, any conflict between cash and
negative rates. We don’t see that so far. Also, the introduction of a tiering
system should provide banks with conditions in which the need to pass the
negative rates on to customers should be less urgent for them in terms of
maintaining their capacity to lend to the economy.
The third point is about pass-through. Nominal wage growth now is at or
above historical averages in all countries. And, by the way, another
interesting aspect – a positive aspect – of the current situation is that the
dispersion index in value-added growth across the eurozone countries,
and/or in nominal wage growth across the eurozone countries, has been at
historical lows now for some time.
We still don’t see a pass-through from higher nominal wage growth to
higher prices. One of the reasons for that, in the ECB’s estimation, is that
firms are absorbing these higher wage costs in their profit margins, and
that’s why it is so important to keep demand holding.
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If you look again at the USA, you see that consumption is holding very well
because employment is also holding very well: the labour market is
stronger than ever. We want to make sure that the same thing happens in
the eurozone, where we have seen the labour market losing momentum. It
is still improving in the aggregate but it has a slower momentum, and in
some countries it is actually not improving at all, it is reversing. That’s why
we are monitoring this point with close attention, because the pillar of the
recovery, in the end, is consumption.
1-022-0000

Κώστας Μαυρίδης (S&D). – Κύριε Draghi, πιστεύω ότι η αποφασιστικότητα
με την οποία αντιμετωπίσατε την οικονομική κρίση αλλά και η σύνεση με την
οποία διασώσατε το ευρώ είναι ο κύριος λόγος για τον οποίο θα σας
θυμούνται οι επόμενες γενιές. Πιστεύω επίσης ότι αυτό εξηγεί και κάποιες
από τις επιθέσεις προς το πρόσωπό σας, επειδή διασώζοντας το ευρώ έχετε
διασώσει ουσιαστικά και το ευρωπαϊκό εγχείρημα.
Μετά από αυτά τα καλά λόγια όμως θα πω κάποια που δεν είναι τόσο καλά.
Το 2014 ανέλαβα Ευρωβουλευτής. Η πρώτη ερώτηση που σας έθεσα ήταν
«πότε θα ολοκληρωθεί η Ευρωπαϊκή Τραπεζική Ένωση με την εγγύηση των
καταθέσεων». Ξέρω ότι η απάντησή σας ήταν περίπου ότι πρέπει να
προχωρήσουν οι πολιτικοί σε αυτό το θέμα. Αναμένουμε από τον Mario
Draghi, με την αποφασιστικότητα και τη σύνεση που τον διακρίνει, να δώσει
το στίγμα σήμερα, πέρα από τα τεχνικά προβλήματα που υπάρχουν.
Επιτρέψτε μου να αναφερθώ πολύ σύντομα σε ένα άλλο θέμα που έχετε θίξει
ήδη. Συμμερίζεστε την άποψη που εκφράζεται και από κεντρικούς
κυβερνήτες Τραπεζών στις Ηνωμένες Πολιτείες ότι, όπως δείχνει η εμπειρία,
έχει αποδυναμωθεί ο δεσμός ανάμεσα στην απασχόληση και στην αύξηση
των μισθών; Πρέπει να ξαναδούμε αυτό το θέμα και να εξετάσουμε μήπως
είναι αποτέλεσμα των φοβερά αδύνατων εργατικών συνδικάτων λόγω της
οικονομικής κρίσης.
1-023-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On your first
question, I think that the ECB – although here it’s not the ECB only, it’s the
ECB and the Commission upon initiative of the European Council – has
given significant impetus to the creation of the Banking Union through the
creation of the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM). Just think: this
institution, which now supervises the banking system for the eurozone, has
been created over a very short time; it will reach thousands of employees,
from zero, in a very short time; and it’s working with all the national
supervisory systems. So this is probably a very important contribution to
the creation of the Banking Union.
But there is much left to do. To have a true banking union, we have to
reduce what are called national options and discretions – which make the
Banking Union, still nowadays, fragmented – and that is entirely in the
hands of national governments. So there is a big part of the completion of
the Banking Union which is still in the hands of national governments.
However, as far as the ECB is concerned, we will continue improving on
the supervisory situation.
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The second question relates to the relationship between unemployment and
inflation. Clearly, the relationship has changed in the past 15 years for a
variety of reasons: the weakening of inflation expectations, the long-term
crisis, the presence of globalisation, the pressure that globalisation exerts
on price levels, and so on and so forth. But the relationship stands. We –
the ECB and its staff – stand behind what we call the Phillips Curve. The
Phillips Curve is still a concept that finds evidence in all the empirical
research and it’s basically at the basis, the foundation, of our confidence
that inflation will converge to our inflation aim.
1-024-0000

Stéphanie
Yon-Courtin
(Renew).
–
Madame
la
Présidente,
Monsieur Draghi, je vous remercie pour ce que vous avez accompli durant
votre mandat.
Tout d’abord, vous avez récemment indiqué que, globalement, les citoyens
européens apprécient les bienfaits de l’intégration économique apportés
par l’Union européenne. De même, vous avez rappelé que 75 % des
habitants de la zone euro sont favorables à l’euro et à l’union monétaire.
Pourtant, l’opinion publique se montre beaucoup plus sceptique à l’égard
des structures politiques de l’Union européenne, à commencer par la
machine monétaire que représente la BCE, qui en est l’illustration, et qui
semble très éloignée et incompréhensible, tant pour les citoyens que pour
les entreprises, mais surtout pour les citoyens que nous représentons.
Selon vous, comment peut-on faire pour mieux associer l’opinion publique
dans les décisions de la BCE et les rendre plus lisibles? Comment mieux
communiquer? Comment nous impliquer davantage, au Parlement
européen, dans cette démarche pédagogique? Voilà ma première question.
Puis, j’ai une deuxième question rapide, à laquelle je vous demanderai de
répondre en deux mots. C’est l’heure du bilan, Monsieur Draghi. Après
huit années de présidence, de quoi êtes-vous le plus fier et de quoi êtes-vous
le moins satisfait? En deux mots, donc.
1-025-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Let me respond to
the first question.
The euro is the most tangible representation of European integration that
our citizens encounter on a daily basis. Over the years, elected
representatives and leaders, here and in other parliaments, have rightly
recognised that ensuring prosperity and stability over the long term is a
challenge we have to face collectively, and we are stronger together.
Today our economies are integrated to a point that was not imaginable when
the euro was designed, and people understand that. Intra-EU exports have
risen from 13% of GDP of the European Union in 1992 to 20% today. But
more importantly, value chains are everywhere, as we can see,
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unfortunately, from the fact that when one country goes into a recession,
this immediately spreads to other countries as well.
Secondly, the euro, if you look at two decades, has delivered price stability,
and, by and large, citizens understand that.
The point about communication that you made has two dimensions. The first
is that ECB communication in specific countries relies very much on the
national central bank communication. When the national central bank
supports the ECB policy, communication is very good, very positive. Public
opinion is very positive, and that is something that should be cherished and
kept throughout.
The second point is, more generally, that one should not speak to markets
and bankers only, one should also have the language of the people. I couldn’t
agree more, but I will express a degree of caution here. It’s important that
the language being used maintains the subtle distinction between the central
banking system and politics. It’s easy, in order to use the language of the
people, to enter terrain that is not that of central banking but becomes
politics, and that would be detrimental to the ECB’s independence.
So I completely agree with you, subject to that caution.
1-026-0000

Enikő Győri (PPE). – Mr President, you have to know that the policies run
during your mandate were praised not just in the eurozone, but even in the
non-eurozone – I’m representing a non-eurozone country, Hungary. You may
remember that my country was the first to be bailed out, so it was not a very
nice story, but for the second consecutive quarter my country has been
growing faster in the European Union at the moment. So your policies,
combined with efficient structural reforms and fiscal policies, can work: I
think it’s an important lesson.
My question would be about your opinion about the situation of the noneurozone countries. We opt for different policies: we decided to converge
first, and when we are strong enough and resistant enough we prefer to
enter the eurozone a bit later, maybe, but I think we learned the lessons
from the crisis, and this was one of the important lessons. So how do you
see the situation, and what is your opinion about the conditions for entering
the eurozone? I see that there is a new condition – entering the banking
union – but of course I don’t think it would be fair to bring up newer and
newer conditions: when we are strong enough we definitely would like to
enter, but at the right moment.
1-027-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Entering in the
euro means going through two steps. The first is being part of ERM II,
and the second is to realise that nowadays a country enters not only a
monetary union, but also the beginning of a banking union. While the
first is a decision that has been taken by the Member States, by the
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European Council and by the ECB as well, the second essentially has to
do with the ECB.
What’s usually done is that the country will apply to enter into a close
cooperation agreement. To get to the close cooperation agreement, the
country must have a comprehensive assessment run by the ECB-SSM of
its banking system. If the comprehensive assessment identifies that
certain fragilities ought to be addressed, then the countries are asked to
undertake certain actions, upon the conclusion of which – and upon the
approval of these actions – there would be a clinching of the close
cooperation agreement and the process continues. I think that’s the key
point: to enter into a monetary union with banking fragilities is certainly
not advisable.
1-028-0000

Pedro Silva Pereira (S&D). – Mr Draghi, as others have done, I would
like to thank you for everything you have done in compliance with your
mandate to save the euro, which was very important. Not only because
you were wise enough to do it, but because you had the determination
and courage to face all the resistances inside and outside the Governing
Council.
Once again, I welcome the new expansionary measures that you have
announced, but once again we are seeing some resistance. I would like
to have your comment on the fact that some members of the Governing
Council have made public statements against the decisions taken by the
Governing Council, and I would like to ask you if you agree that it would
be better to have more solidarity inside the European Central Bank
regarding the development of monetary policy?
The second issue, on fiscal policy: your message in favour of a more
expansionary fiscal policy is indeed very important. You’re asking for a
more expansionary fiscal policy from the countries who have fiscal
space, but it looks like the message is no longer delivered to Germany
and the Netherlands as before. Would you agree that the list of countries
that have more fiscal space for a more expansionary fiscal policy is now
longer, and so we now have conditions for a more expansionary fiscal
policy at the level of the eurozone?
1-029-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Let me answer
your first question: policy disagreements are pretty common. If you see
even the most recent decisions taken by the Federal Reserve, they were
taken with a certain dissenting minority – dissenting for different
reasons between them. It’s also sometimes common that some of this
dissent may become public, although I always wish to remember that in
my six years as Governor of Banca D’Italia – and I think the same was
true for my predecessor, Jean Claude Trichet as Governor of Banque de
France – I can’t remember ever saying anything dissenting on the
monetary policy pursued by the ECB. However, the form in which this
dissent is made known is very important, especially in a situation where
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we have a multi-country currency union, and this communication ought
to be carefully drawn in order not to undermine the effectiveness of our
decisions. That’s very, very important: that’s the only comment I would
say.
Your second point is about fiscal policy. It’s up to the Commission and
up to the rules; there will be a revision of fiscal policies in the oncoming
euro groups, and the Commission will express its views. I don’t want to
enter into identifying countries that have fiscal space. This examination
now is based necessarily on the existing fiscal policy rules and on the
basis of the existing reading of the stability and growth pact. So that’s
what we said: that countries with high debt should pursue prudent
policies, and countries that have fiscal space should act in a timely and
effective manner. As I said, all this area will probably be revisited, and
we are confident that the rules that are redefined will be effective and
sensible.
1-030-0000

Stasys Jakeliūnas (Verts/ALE). – Chair, Mr Draghi, I come from a small
country. I am a new MEP from Lithuania. I have tried to research the crisis
– why it hit so hard in our country, with a 23% drop in GDP.
I would like to thank you, Mr Draghi, for your very professional comments
here and for your work.
I would like to comment on two conclusions from one of the papers written
by Claudio Borio and Anna Zabai from the Bank for International
Settlements: two conclusions from that paper and your comments on them.
Firstly: ‘The balance between benefits and costs tends to worsen the longer
they stay in place’ – ‘they’ being ‘unconventional monetary policies’, which
is also the title of the paper. The authors’ second conclusion is that
unconventional measures are generally best regarded as exceptional, for
use in various specific circumstances.
Now you hinted at the side effects and the negative interest rates, and the
fact that they could disturb the situation because people are conservative
savers – that was discussed during our previous meeting here – and they
could start saving more instead of spending. That could be one of the
effects.
You mentioned the fiscal effects of the allocation of liquidity – the
allocation of money. In a sense, that is entering the fiscal and, therefore,
the political area, and that could be one of the side effects. What do you
think about that?
And about the exit from this unconventional policy: is it feasible at all now
to exit, bearing in mind what is, in my opinion, quite a dangerous
equilibrium of these negative real rates, asset prices, and also the
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expectations that have been created in the business realm and the public
realm?
1-031-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – The point is, first
of all, that there is no evidence that savings go up when we have negative
rates. All in all, we don’t see that happening – or there is no evidence that
banks are reducing their lending as a consequence of negative rates on the
deposit facility, which implies that we are not at what is called the ‘reversal
rate’ – when this happens.
The second point is about when the exit will happen. Well, the exit will
happen when the economy improves to the point where one can exit
without causing a contraction in the economy itself.
If we go back to the end of 2017 and early 2018, at that time the mediumterm growth outlook would have suggested that we were moving
comfortably towards an exit from this extremely accommodating monetary
policy – so much so that we could take some moderate measures in the
opposite direction without seeing any tightening in financing conditions.
That’s the key: being able to take some normalisation measures without
causing any tightening in financing conditions, because they are
accompanied by the improvement in the economy.
You may remember a speech I gave in Sintra in June 2017 exactly along
these lines.
We are not there now, we are not there. As I said at the beginning, we see
a growth outlook which is gradually and continually deteriorating.
So, again we come to fiscal policy. If fiscal policy jumps in as the other leg
of economic policy in the euro area, certainly monetary policy will have a
lighter task. But in the meantime monetary policy will continue to work,
and we will still be monitoring the side-effects of it.
1-032-0000

Gunnar Beck (ID). – I think the previous speakers all took about two
minutes or slightly more. I hope I’ll be indulged similarly. I’m holding a
strawberry here. According to the painter Hieronymus Bosch, the
strawberry is the symbol of transient pleasure and earthly delight. Now,
some may say QE (quantitative easing) is a bit like that. If I may, I’d like to
continue in German.
– Herr Präsident! Als EZB Chef haben Sie seit 2011 mehr Geld gedruckt und
freudiger Recht gebrochen als irgendjemand irgendwann. Ihre
Rechtsbrüche hat selbst Christine Lagarde vor diesem Ausschuss freimütig
eingestanden. Dennoch wuchs die EU seit 2011 langsamer als die
entwickelte Welt ohne Japan und die Euro-Zone noch langsamer als die
Rest-EU.
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Und infolge Ihrer Nullzins-Politik ist eine Altersarmut für viele Staaten
vorprogrammiert, die wir uns heute noch gar nicht vorstellen können. In
Ihrer letzten Pressekonferenz wiesen Sie alle Verantwortung für die Misere
im Euroraum zurück. Gründe seien, die Weltwirtschaft, Handelskriege und
Brexit. Und weil es nichts hilft, verschrieben Sie dem Euro dann gleich
nochmal die doppelte Dosis Ihrer Medizin, obwohl wir doch wissen, dass
queuing nur die Reichen reicher und fast alle anderen ärmer macht.
Nun, Ihr Landsmann Niccolò Machiavelli bemerkte unser Erfolg und
Scheitern seien zur Hälfte Geschick und zur anderen Hälfte der
Glücksgöttin Fortuna zuzuschreiben. Daher meine Frage an Sie: Machen Sie
es sich nicht ein wenig zu leicht, wenn Sie die launenhafte Fortuna zur
Gänze für die Misere im Euroraum verantwortlich machen? Die
Weltwirtschaft trifft immerhin alle.
1-034-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – No, no, we’re not
blaming Fortune. You can relax on that.
But let me state upfront that Ms Lagarde did not consider the ECB’s
monetary policy actions as violation of the Treaty. The conventional and
unconventional measures that the ECB has taken have all been taken in
pursuit of its objective of price stability. As I’ve said several times,
including today, we needed to resort to unconventional policy measures to
provide additional accommodation, in view of subdued inflation pressures
and the ECB policy rate approaching its lower bound.
These measures included purchases of government bonds on secondary
markets – and they helped, as I demonstrated earlier. They helped in
reaching the convergence of our inflation to our medium-term inflation,
and these instruments have respected the boundaries of our mandate.
This has been confirmed by the Court of Justice of the European Union in
two pronouncements: one concerning the outright monetary transactions
and, more recently, one concerning the public-sector purchase programme.
The Court has also reasserted the proportionality of these measures –
meaning that these measures were exactly the measures that ought to be
taken in those circumstances, in relation to the specific monetary policy
objectives. This confirms that the ECB has used monetary policy tools,
which are suitable for attaining the legitimate objectives pursued, to an
extent proportionate to the need to correct the inflation shortfalls and
address the risks to price stability. Furthermore, purchases of government
bonds under the public-sector purchase programme are also compatible
with the prohibition of monetary financing as laid down by Article 123 of
the Treaty.
So, I think I’ve responded to your questions.
1-035-0000

Eugen Jurzyca (ECR). – I too wish you all the best in your future life,
Mr Draghi.
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I have two brief questions. The first concerns the fact that the balance sheet
of the ECB has more than doubled in 10 years to almost EUR 5 trillion, over
40% of the eurozone’s GDP. My question is: do you see any risk in such a
huge expansion of the balance sheet?
The second question is: why did the ECB decline to provide the European
Court of Auditors with some information which was necessary to assess the
supervision of Europe’s largest banks? It seems to me that this led to a
certain lowering of the ECB’s credibility.
1-036-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On the first
question, I agree with you. Given the size that the balance sheet has
reached, we certainly monitor all the possible risks that changes in interest
rates, or in the economy, may cause to the balance sheet of the ECB.
However, let me say that, as far as market risk or interest rate risk is
concerned, the balance sheet of the ECB is not directly exposed to market
fluctuations and interest rates because it’s not market-to-market: it’s
valued at impairment and amortisation costs. So that is one thing.
But let me add to this. There are all sorts of provisions that have been built
in through the years against exchange rate risk, against credit risk, against
a variety of contingencies – I don’t even remember how many there are at
this point in time. As far as credit risk and market risk go, I should add,
that when we move to collateral, which is also, in a sense, part of the
balance sheet of the ECB, there are eligibility criteria, which – even though
the collateral rules have been expanded during the crisis – ensure that the
quality of collateral remains high. There are haircuts as well, to the same
purpose.
So, from this point of view, risk ought to be monitored and that’s why we
have an extensive risk management department in the ECB, but many
protections have already been put in place.
Now, on the European Court of Auditors, I think there is now a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) that has normalised quite
significantly the relationship with the ECB, both the monetary and the
Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) part. So some of these worries should
have been overcome. The key point, which has been addressed by the MoU,
used to be whether the audit by the European Court of Auditors could go
into judging not only the operational management aspects but also the
effectiveness of the policies undertaken.
1-037-0000

Eva Maydell (PPE). – President, glad to have you with us. I have three
brief questions.
First of all, I would like to join most of my colleagues by saying that the
ECB has emerged as a stronger institution from the crisis. However, I
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would like to see the Central Bank more often preventing crises rather than
managing them, and I think some of the latest policies you have put in place
actually aim at that. But it is also more than clear that interest rate policy
has reached its limits to a certain extent, and many in our continent
actually doubt the Central Bank’s ability to influence inflation significantly.
So in this regard, and in the context of being at the end of your very
successful mandate, what additional powers do you consider necessary for
the ECB to safeguard the value of the euro more effectively and keep price
stability, or what powers would you have wished the ECB to have had
during your term?
I don’t think I’ve heard any of the colleagues questioning you on Brexit.
We might be approaching a no-deal Brexit, and I think it’s still unclear how
EU legislation on banking and monetary policy would apply in the UK.
There might, for example, be differences in the application of the
prudential provisions. So, in this regard, has the ECB taken any steps to
ensure overall euro area financial stability in the case that this scenario
happens in the next couple of weeks?
And, finally, banking union: you’ve mentioned a little bit on that, but
perhaps if you have any thoughts or you want to share anything in terms
of guidance for European leaders to more effectively complete it, that
would be much appreciated.
1-038-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Excuse me, I
missed what you asked me about Brexit and financial stability. I’m sorry,
what was the question?
1-039-0000

Eva Maydell (PPE). – To put it very directly, how is the ECB prepared for
a no-deal scenario?
1-040-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Thank you. First
of all, let me say that I agree with you about the nature of our most recent
measures and their pre-emptive content. We are reacting to a downgrade
in our medium-term outlook. We are not reacting to something that has
already taken place, and, as a matter of fact, the still relatively good
current economic situation gives us confidence that inflation will converge
if we act now at this point in time.
You asked me about what other powers might the ECB have had. I think
right now, if you look at the powers the ECB has, they aren’t much different
from what other central banks in equally large or larger jurisdictions have.
In this sense, the ECB has profoundly changed its toolbox, and also, in a
sense, the way it reacts to the contingencies – always in compliance with
its mandate and in pursuit of price stability. Whether these policies are
effective or not – and we think it is, as I said a moment ago, quoting the
cumulative response in inflation and growth over the last five years – is a
general question that often should be asked to all central banks in the
world. We’re now in a world of great liquidity everywhere. More or less
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similar expansionary monetary policies have been pursued by all central
banks. Often, if one looks at the arguments and the heated polemics that
surround many of our policy decisions, you’d think that these are
exceptional measures taken in the eurozone, but in fact its exactly or more
or less the same that has been done in the rest of the world.
So the question whether this monetary policy has reached its limits is a
general question. We think it is still effective, but as I said before, the side
effects are growing together with its effectiveness, and that’s why it’s high
time that fiscal policy comes and complements monetary policy. This has
happened in other jurisdictions, and you can see the difference in
outcomes, both in inflation and in growth. The global factors which depress
inflation and depress inflation expectations everywhere are in action
everywhere else. Still, the numbers of inflation and outlook still decreasing
come from a higher level than in the eurozone.
On Brexit, the ECB and the Bank of England have worked together for
almost three years on trying to address all the contingencies, and a hard
Brexit certainly is one of these contingencies. Again, the pronouncement of
the Commission for a temporary equivalence is crucial for the centrally
cleared derivatives. The mitigating actions by the private sector have also
been quite effective. There has been a constant relation with the private
sector in trying to inform and follow their actions. Whether the private
sector is fully pricing in this risk or not is something that we have to see.
Sometimes people say that it’s not fully pricing in this risk; that it is still
underestimating this risk. I have no direct evidence of that, but that’s what
I’m told.
1-041-0000

Billy Kelleher (Renew). – I have two questions, Mr Draghi. Firstly, I would
like to say that you are a household name, including in Ireland, and I can
assure the committee members that if the central bank president is a
household name in your country it means you have difficulties. Thankfully,
we’ve come through them because of the policies pursued by governments
and the ECB.
I have a number of questions. Firstly, in terms of the Stability and Growth
Pact and the fact that, at 60% of GDP and 3% of budget deficit, there are
so many constraints on governments, how can you incentivise them to
become anticyclical in terms of spending? In other words, countries can
only spend when they have it, and when they most need to spend they
simply can’t. So how do you reward or incentivise national governments?
Germany in particular comes to mind, for example, being the largest
eurozone economy: why would it start spending as a stimulus measure,
therefore making its exports more expensive to other eurozone countries?
How do you square all those potential circles and pitfalls with regard to
the Stability and Growth Pact?
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On the issue of the Banking Union and the Single Supervisory Mechanism,
it was indicated some time ago that it may restrict lending practices to
small and medium-sized businesses. You spoke recently, or last year, in
Ireland, at a parliamentary finance committee, where you said that Irish
banks were working in a quasi-monopoly. That relates to my question: is
the sluggish economy across the eurozone, due largely to the lack of credit
to small and medium-sized businesses, because of the restrictions imposed
– with good reason, I accept – by the Single Supervisory Mechanism? And
have we now got a situation, like in Ireland, where they are repairing their
profit-and-loss balance sheets by excessive interest rates rather than
lending to small and medium-sized businesses?
1-042-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On fiscal rules, as
I said before, the experience has been of rules that have been effective in
limiting debt and deficit growth. In that sense, they are sensible rules but
they are not effective now. And their revisitation should answer precisely
the question you asked. I am confident that the Commission and, certainly,
the ECB if asked are available and will undertake this.
When we talk about spending, however, we should be careful about what
sort of spending we have in mind. It’s pretty clear, even in countries that
have fiscal space, that the spending to be undertaken should be the
spending that raises potential growth, i.e. productivity – spending on
technologies, digitalisation, IT and education – raising the long-term
potential of the country itself.
This would also address your objections in terms of making exports more
competitive because they are technologically more advanced. And this
holds true for all countries, by the way. Revisitation of their budgets in a
growth-friendly way is key.
Now the second worry, which I have heard expressed several times, is that
the creation and completion of the Banking Union might imply a reduction
of lending to SMEs.
We don’t have that evidence. We have evidence that credit growth is still
buoyant. It keeps on growing, both to households and firms – but which
firms depends very much on which countries. By and large, the evidence
we have is that there is no lending contraction to SMEs. If anything, and if
I remember correctly, the lending spreads between SMEs and large
corporates have actually narrowed down in recent times.
However, if the Banking Union implies larger dimensions, with crossborder mergers, it’s quite clear – and this is very important – that the larger
dimensions, with economies of scale and all the positives, should not also
carry negatives, namely a lack of attention to small clients. That is quite
important.
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There is another sector, which is different, and that’s the application of the
Basel III requirements. The Basel III requirements effectively ask for
capital charges against types of lending that require, or have a history of,
higher risk. And if there is something that may depress lending, it is this,
not so much the Banking Union by itself.
1-043-0000

Piernicola Pedicini (NI). – Grazie Presidente e grazie Presidente Draghi
per essere qui a rispondere alle nostre domande. Prima si è parlato di
riforme strutturali, più volte, degli Stati, però non si è mai parlato di
riforme strutturali a livello di Unione europea. Lei ha detto che questa è
una materia politica, è materia dei politici, e io sono d'accordo, però noi
decisori politici abbiamo bisogno del parere tecnico, autorevole, come nel
suo caso, proprio per poter indirizzare meglio la nostra politica.
Si sente più volte parlare di compiti a casa, di paesi che non fanno i compiti
a casa – anche prima lo abbiamo sentito –, e si sottintende con questo quei
paesi che hanno il più alto debito pubblico, in particolare l'Italia. Il collega
Garicano parlava proprio di questo prima. Forse non tutti sanno che l'Italia
dal 1992 fa registrare un avanzo primario, e questo vuol dire che le tasse
che gli italiani pagano sono molto superiori alla spesa pubblica, la
differenza è di circa 30 miliardi all'anno. Quindi noi facciamo i compiti a
casa. Tuttavia, il bilancio risulta negativo per gli enormi interessi che
paghiamo sul debito pubblico, che superano di oltre il doppio l'avanzo
primario. Fino ad ora l'Italia ha pagato interessi sul debito pubblico di due
volte superiori al debito stesso.
Chi di voi comprerebbe un'automobile a 10 000 EUR per poi pagare
interessi fino a 30 000 EUR? Questa è una grande ingiustizia e noi
dobbiamo evidentemente metterla nei conti, perché noi dobbiamo
distinguere un interesse giusto dalla speculazione, e non possiamo lasciare
che i mercati decidano liberamente quali sono gli interessi che recepiranno
dagli Stati quando comprano i titoli di Stato.
Perciò, quello che le chiedo è questo: qual è la sua idea sul fatto che la BCE
dovrebbe avere il ruolo di intervenire sul mercato primario per fissare un
interesse sui titoli di Stato inferiore al livello di inflazione? Un livello di
inflazione superiore ai titoli di Stato permetterebbe di far rientrare i debiti
in maniera automatica senza quelle politiche di austerità che hanno
distrutto il nostro mercato interno e quindi questo è nell'interesse della
Germania e dei paesi del nord come di tutta quanta l'Europa.
1-044-0000

Mario Draghi, Presidente della Banca centrale europea. – Non è previsto dal
trattato della BCE né dai trattati europei. La BCE ha come obiettivo la
stabilità dei prezzi e non il finanziamento dei deficit pubblici dei singoli
paesi.
What I said is that this is not provided for: namely the pegging of interest
rates for single, individual countries. It is not provided for by the Treaty
establishing the ECB or the European Treaty. The objective of the ECB is
price stability and not the financing of countries’ budget deficits.
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You change the treaty, and you get what you want.
1-046-0000

Eero Heinäluoma (S&D). – Arvoisa pääjohtaja, minä myös haluan liittyä
niiden edustajien joukkoon täällä, jotka antavat Teidän työllenne erittäin
suuren tunnustuksen. EU:n pohjoisimmassa jäsenvaltiossa, Suomessa,
Teidän nimenne liitetään onnistuneeseen rahapolitiikkaan ja euroalueen
pelastamiseen.
Mutta sitten ottaisin kaksi asiaa esille, jotka koskevat Teidän
mainitsemaanne kysymystä siitä, mitkä ovat kautenne suuria
johtopäätöksiä, joista olemme jo täällä puhuneet. Ensimmäinen koskee
inflaatiota ja toinen talous- ja rahaliiton sääntöjä.
Inflaatioon liittyen, onko mahdollista, että me edelleenkin elämme vanhaa
aikaa, taistelemme vanhaa sotaa, jossa inflaatio oli todellinen ongelma? Ja
onko mahdollista, että globalisaation aikana olemme kerta kaikkiaan
siirtyneet uuteen aikaan, jossa korkean inflaation riski on selkeästi
pienempi kuin aiemmin, ja toisaalta riski työllisyyden laiminlyönnistä on
suurempi kuin aikaisemmin?
Sitten toinen asia. Olen ilahtunut, että sanoitte talous- ja rahaliiton
sääntöjen osalta, että tarvitsemme muutoksia ja että emme tee
myötäsyklistä politiikkaa. Puhuitte lämpimästi finanssipolitiikan vastuun
puolesta. Meidän sääntömme on kuitenkin niin rakennettu, että meillä on,
niin kuin hyvin tiedätte, esteet velkaantumiselle, mutta meillä ei ole
mainintoja siitä, miten ylijäämätalouksien pitäisi käyttää rahansa
tukeakseen kasvua sekä omassa maassaan että koko euroalueella. Pitäisikö
meillä olla jotain sääntöjä myös liittyen tähän kysymykseen? Miten ne
maat, joilla menee hyvin, voivat kantaa oman vastuunsa koko euroalueen
kasvusta?
1-047-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – I think that the
answer to your question lies in the creation of a centralised fiscal capacity:
a fiscal tool that can be used to stabilise the economic cycle across the
eurozone for different member countries.
As I said before, to be effective this fiscal tool must be of adequate size,
and it must operate in an automatic fashion so that it is timely. But this
fiscal capacity will have to be supported by all the member countries, and
that’s probably the point your question is addressing. That’s the way in
which solidarity comes into play on the part of all countries, but of course
it has to come with responsibility on the part of each individual Member
State. And that’s why it is so difficult to find agreement on the creation of
this fiscal capacity.
You want to have this – it makes a lot of sense from a rational point of view
– and at the same time you need to overcome the lack of trust there may be
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between different countries about the responsibility with which they carry
out their budget policies.
1-048-0000

(The meeting closed at 17.20)

